
District Instruction Materials Committee Minutes 
March 19, 2019 
Shoreline Center, Professional Library 

Call to Order: 

Chairperson Maria Stevens called the District Instruction Committee Meeting to order at 9:05 a.m. 

Present: Maria Stevens, Ron Jones, Amy McClellan, Geneva Norton, Anne Dame, Eric Caldwell. 

In attendance:    Hanna Mazur. 

Absent: Kari Bonallo, Kelly Flynt, Cynthia McConnelee, Wendy Friedman. 

Absent with regrets: Amy Vujovich, Shannon O’Rourke, Joanna Freeman, Margaret Cassady, Dr. Tanisha

Brandon-Felder, Chrisy Francescutti. 

1.0  Approval of Minutes 
The minutes of the January 8, 2019 meeting were approved as corrected. 

2.0  Review of Intervention Materials: 

2.1 Leveled Literacy Intervention Kit K-5 is a boxed curriculum set for intervention using Fountas and Pinnell

levels presented by Amy McClellan, and recommended as supplemental to intervention materials for small 

groups. Recommended for use by LAP and Resource Room teachers with no online component, the Kit will 

address the need to run reading groups in their classroom and provide a wider variety of materials for 

intervention, especially at the younger grades. It provides recourses to teach instructionally in small groups. 

It is a set of low grade level readers set up to assess the students in different levels of literacy and step into that 

with materials provided by the kit.  Included guided reading assessment will allow evaluating students’ level of 

reading fluency, phonics, decoding, writing and comprehension. The materials (90 work through levels of 

student workbooks and read-aloud books) will be used to support small group or one-on-one instruction to 

address identified needs. Students will not be assigned a reading level; the kit will be used as a tool to better 

identify and support the literacy needs of students. 

K-5 Literacy TOSA is working on the list of books to be added to literacy classrooms in the future.  Once ready, 

the materials will be presented at DIMC.  
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Materials were screened for bias by the Language Arts Articulation Committee and found to contain no 

controversy. The committee has looked at the Kit through equity/diversity lens and found it appropriate for K-5 

students. 

 

Amy McClellan moved the motion to adopt Leveled Literacy Intervention Kit. Ron Jones 
seconded.  

DIMC unanimously approved the motion. 

 

3.0  Review of Science Materials:   

3.1 Presented by Julie Fredrickson, K-3 Ambitions Science Teaching Units for STEM Fellows was proposed as 

supplemental to core web-based (online) curriculum.  It deliberately aims to support students of all backgrounds 

to deeply understand science ideas, participate in the activities of the discipline, and solve authentic problems. 

These unit enhancements help to bridge/modify existing K-3 Science curriculum to align with NGSS and WCAS. 

K-3 teachers will receive free unit enhancements in Physical/Life, and/or Earth and Space Science as art of and 8 

hour PD. Units will be made available for all other teachers as well. 

Materials have been tested in the classroom, received great feedback and reviewed by IT.  

 

Geneva Norton moved to adopt K-3 Ambitions Science Teaching Units for STEM Fellows. Anne Dame 
seconded. DIMC unanimously approved the motion. 

 

4.0 Review of DIMC Form: 

DIMC subcommittee has presented the first rough draft of the DIMC form.  

Due to the extensive number of committee members not present, the discussion has been tabled until April 9th 

meeting. 

 

DIMC subcommittee will obtain technical advice as to possible options of creating a form, which will be both 

user- friendly for staff to complete, and formally appropriate to present before the School Board /include into 

the Policy Manual. The draft of the form will be emailed to DIMC to review prior to next meeting.  

 

5.0 Elementary Math Adoption Update: 

On April 1, Elementary Math Adoption Committee will make recommendation of elementary math curriculum 

proposed for adoption. DIMC will be notified about the decision materials will be available in Instruction 

Department and in Shoreline Library for review immediately after the curriculum is determined. 

Please review the materials to be able to discuss at April 9th DIMC meeting.  

 

Adjournment:  10:12 a.m. 


